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On Monday 5 October 2020 
Fiona Banner aka The Vanity Press 

dropped a 1.5 ton Full Stop sculpture 
from the font Klang onto the door-

step of DEFRA and the Home Office.
It was one of three Full Stop sculp-
tures that Banner and Greenpeace 

deployed as part of a non-violent 
direct action to hold the UK govern-

ment accountable for protecting  
our Oceans.

Two of the Full Stops, Peanuts and 
Orator, were deployed in the Dogger 

Bank as an action that forms part 
of an underwater barrier to prevent 

destructive fishing practices. 
The sculptures will live on the 

seabed in the Dogger Bank marine 
protected area, where they form an 

obstacle to bottom trawling.
The movement will remove  

the sculptures from this area if the 
UK Government makes a credible 

commitment to immediately  
ban industrial fishing from the 

Dogger Bank and all of the UK’s 
offshore MPAs.

The action completes a new area of 
almost 50 square miles developed 

with Greenpeace to be off-limits to 
destructive fishing in this area.
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Peanuts Full Stop, 2020
Granite, squid ink, 65 ! 135 ! 100 cm

Klang Full Stop, 2020
Granite, squid ink, 118 ! 100 ! 86 cm

Orator Full Stop, 2020
Granite, squid ink, 97 ! 40 ! 50 cm
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Fiona Banner aka The Vanity Press. 
Read on the Greenpeace boat Esperanza on 08.10.2020 to mark the deployment of Orator 
and Peanuts and the culmination of Greenpeace’s boulder action in the Dogger Bank.  

Some sculptures that are a void COMMA a space 
COMMA a breath PERIOD Some sculptures that are a 
pause PERIOD That call for a stop COMMA that are 
agents for change PERIOD Some sculptures about the 
wetness of the eye vs the wetness of the sea PERIOD 
Some sculptures about the gulf PERIOD between 
words PERIOD and action PERIOD Some sculptures 
that are for squid not quid PERIOD Some sculptures 
that know that the sea is the bottom line PERIOD Some 
sculptures that understand that turning a page is 
reminiscent of a wave and that a chapter is the tide 
COMMA twice a day and are clear that we must turn the 
page EXCLAMATION Some sculptures that understand 
that language is slippery PERIOD That a seal is not 
necessarily a seal when there is a deal COMMA for an 
eel PERIOD Some sculptures with a porpoise PERIOD 
Some sculptures that are a channel HYPHEN all 
sculptures are a channel PERIOD Some sculptures that 
understand that the sea is not only a conduit but also a 
barrier PERIOD some sculptures that will punctuate 
and connect that channel PERIOD Some sculptures 
that go willingly to their watery grave COMMA that 
might well be exhumed one day PERIOD Some 
sculptures that hear-by set sail PERIOD Some 
sculptures that are hopeful COMMA as this boat is for 
hope PERIOD And know that hope in this case means 
change ELLIPSIS  
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